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About the course and certification
In this course, students will learn from basic to the advanced and modern techniques to find
vulnerabilities through information gathering, create and/or use exploits and be able to escalate
privileges.

After mastering all the basic concepts of Offensive Security, participants can sit for the exam and
apply for a “Offensive Security - Penetration Testing” certificate. By holding Swiss Cyber Institute's
certificate, professionals will be able to demonstrate that they have the practical knowledge and
professional capabilities to support a team in managing cyber security incidents. 

Use passive and active reconnaissance
techniques
Use basic and advanced scanning and
information harvesting techniques
Create code to exploit vulnerabilities
Use and modify public exploits
Recognize legit public exploits from fake
exploits
Use several techniques to gain access to a
system from both remote and local side
Use several techniques to escalate privileges 
Create executive reports so your pen-testing
results can be presented to management.
Perform lateral and vertical jumps between
systems
Use tunnels to compromise other computers
on the network or hide your traffic.

Course Objectives
By the end of this course, you should be able to: Computer Science / Cyber Security

students looking to gain real-world
knowledge.
Career professionals looking to make
the jump into security work.
Engineers looking to improve their
understanding of security.
PenTesters looking to sharpen their
skills.
Programmers trying to understand how
to better secure their code.
IT system administration professionals
IT network administration professionals
Members of Incident Response Teams
Individuals responsible for Information
Security within an organization 

Attendee Profile

Basic IT background
Basic InfoSec knowledge
Basic Ethical Hacking knowledge
Basic programming skills

A Windows VM
A Kali Linux VM
A Debian or Ubuntu VM

Prerequisites /
Equipments

A laptop or computer that can run (not at
the same time) the following machines on a
virtual machine software (such as Virtual
Box, VMWare, Parallels):

INTERMEDIATE
LEVEL

IT / SECURITY
PROFESSIONAL

ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
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05.06.23,
Monday

 
14:00 - 16:00

06.06.23,
Tuesday

 
14:00 - 16:00

07.06.23,
Wednesday

 
14:00 - 16:00

08.06.23,
Thursday

 
14:00 - 16:00

09.06.23,
Friday

 
14:00 - 16:00

10.06.23,
Saturday

 
14:00 - 16:00
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Creating your
own pentesting

lab 

Active
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Pen Testing
Tools  

Creating your
own exploits

Metasploit
framework

12.06.23,
Monday

 
14:00 - 16:00

13.06.23,
Tuesday

 
14:00 - 16:00

14.06.23,
Wednesday

 
14:00 - 16:00

15.06.23,
Thursday

 
14:00 - 16:00

16.06.23,
Friday

 
14:00 - 16:00

17.06.23,
Saturday

 
14:00 - 16:00
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Overflow 
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24.06.23,
Saturday 

 
14:00 - 16:00

Certification Exam, Computer based practical session 

Course Schedule

Credential 
SCI Certified Penetration Tester
Provided by Swiss Cyber Institute

Exam 
2 hours of hands-on computer based
examination

Certification
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